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Abstract: Creating effective mechanisms to detect misogyny online automatically represents significant scientific and technological challenges. The complexity of recognizing misogyny through
computer models lies in the fact that it is a subtle type of violence, it is not always explicitly aggressive,
and it can even hide behind seemingly flattering words, jokes, parodies, and other expressions. Currently, it is even difficult to have an exact figure for the rate of misogynistic comments online because,
unlike other types of violence, such as physical violence, these events are not registered by any statistical systems. This research contributes to the development of models for the automatic detection of
misogynistic texts in Latin American Spanish and contributes to the design of data augmentation
methodologies since the amount of data required for deep learning models is considerable.
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According to a recent report released by the World Health Organization, ”Physical or
sexual violence is a public health problem that affects more than one third of all women globally” [1].
Nevertheless, the problem seems even more prominent in Latin America when looking
at the regional data. For instance, the regional prevalence rate for sexual violence among
all women older than 15 years is 36.1% for the Americas region and 27.2% for Europe [2].
The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW), one of America’s leading promoters of
women’s human rights, have been covering issues related to women’s social and economic
rights and, very recently, online violence. The sixty-fifth session of the CSW revolved
around the theme of “The participation of women in public life and the elimination of violence” [3]
in response to an increasingly online, gender-based abuse, cyberbullying, and sexual
harassment. Out of all the recommendations to prevent and eliminate violence against
women in public life (https://undocs.org/E/CN.6/2021/3, accessed on 2 November 2021,
Par. 65), we can highlight the following three given their relationship with online violence
against women (the original labels are used):
(i)

reform legal frameworks to criminalize violence against women in political and public
life, both online and offline, and to end impunity;
(o) set standards on what constitutes online violence against women in public life so that
the media and companies running social media platforms can be held accountable for
such content; and
(p) increase the capacity of national statistical systems to collect data regularly and
systematically (both online and offline) on violence against women in public life.
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It is of great importance that online violence against women is included in the recommendations above since many authors have considered that subtle violence can stratify
to more severe violence. Johan Galtung, a renowned Norwegian pacifist and sociologist,
assures that ”Cultural violence makes direct and structural violence appear, and even perceived,
as charged with reason—or at least not bad” [4]. Thus, for Galtung, hate speech, such as
misogyny, precisely represents expressions of cultural violence because, through language,
the misogynistic expressions legitimize and naturalize rejection and contempt towards
women. Similarly, for Michel Foucault [5], discursive practices produce effects on the
world, so that hate speech not only involves violence in itself but also implies the risk
of generating direct violence on disadvantaged groups in addition to the fact that makes
structural violence invisible.
However, creating effective mechanisms to detect misogyny online automatically
represents significant scientific and technological challenges. The complexity of recognizing
misogyny through computer models lies in the fact that it is a subtle type of violence, it is
not always explicitly aggressive, and it can even hide behind seemingly flattering words,
jokes, parodies, and other expressions (see Reference [6]). Currently, it is even difficult to
have an exact figure for the rate of misogynistic comments online because, unlike other
types of violence, —such as physical violence—, these events are not registered by any
statistical systems.
Given this scenario, recent efforts to quantify and visualize the incidence of hate speech
in digital media have recently been made mainly by the Natural Language Processing
community, as is described in the Related Work Section 2.
Our research contributes to the development of models for the automatic detection of
hate speech, particularly misogynistic texts, and to the design of Spanish data augmentation
methodologies (since the amount of data required for deep learning models is considerable).
However, in addition to the scientific contribution, we have the goal of doing science with
social relevance. We seek raise awareness about the proliferation of misogyny in social
networks in Latin America.
2. Related Work
Several recent studies evidence the growing interest of the scientific community on
automatic detection of hate speech, mainly for English [7–12]. This research area has grown
mainly thanks to the competitions organized at SemEval [13] (e.g., HatEval, OffensEval,
and Toxic Spans Detection) and other venues, such as TRAC [14] and HASOC [15]. These
competitions are essential since they provided participants with widely used benchmark
datasets (e.g., OLID [16]). Regarding aggressiveness detection for Latin American Spanish,
the most relevant competition is MEX-A3T track at IberLEF 2019 [17], where the organizers
considered two tasks focused on the authorship and aggressiveness in Mexican tweets, and
IberEval 2018 [18], with the first shared task on Automatic Misogyny Identification.
Two very notorious aspects emerge from the state of the art on detection of hate speech:
the target language defines the degree of maturity of the existing models and the target
group to which the hate speech is directed defines the specific challenges. Regarding the
first aspect, there are several research in different languages, most of them including data
compilation: German [19,20]; French [21]; Danish[22]; Greek [23]; Italian [24]; Hindi [20];
Arabic [21,25]; Indonesian [26]; Polish [27]; Turkish [28]; and Spanish [29]. However,
the lack of language-specific corpora for all possible languages and variants have being
created an important gap between the research maturity and results in English face to
other languages but also had motivated innovation in research to deal with this challenge.
To cope with data scarcity, researchers have explored different solutions, such as feature
engineering, data augmentation, and multilingual models [30,31].
The other aspect is that, in hate speech, there are few specific groups to which the
attacks are systematically directed (women and immigrants, for instance [32]). This is why
talking about hate speech is still generally in the context of the state of the art on automatic
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misogyny detection. In this sense, below, we will pay greater attention to the state of the
art in the specific task of detecting and/or classifying misogynistic language.
The authors of Reference [33] present an experimental analysis using different NLP
features and ML models to detect misogynous tweets in English labeled from different
perspectives and an exploratory investigation using NLP features and ML models to detect
and classify misogynistic language. Several ML models from scikit-learn were used: Linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Naïve Bayes (NB), and Multi-layer
Perceptron Neural Network (MPNN). The best reported model, SVM, arises an accuracy
of 0.7995. In addition, for automatic identification of misogynistic language in English, in
Reference [34], the authors propose a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) classifier using a
pretrained LSTM-based Language Model to build an accurate classification model with
a small training set. A “Bayesian interpretation” of Transfer Learning is presented as a
regularization technique to estimate the uncertainty in the pre-training. The method is
relevant since misogynistic tweet is a highly unbalanced class against general tweets, so
the regularization proposal avoids overfitting. The best model arises the following scores:
accuracy 0.846, precision 0.806, and F1-score 0.781. In Reference [35], the authors present
an exploratory work detecting Misogyny for English and Spanish using the IberEval 2018
data [18]. They test different ML classifiers obtaining the best result using an ensemble
technique (majority voting) to combine the predictions of SVM, Random Forest, and
Gradient Boosting classifiers. The best model arises accuracy 87.05 for English and 81.35 for
Spanish. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in Reference [36] is the only that
compiled messages harassing women in Spanish from Latin America. The proposal created
the MisoCorpus-2020, a balanced corpus regarding misogyny in Spanish. The authors
also present models combining word embeddings and linguistic features for three ML
classifiers: Random Forest (RF), a decision tree classifier, Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO), and a Support Vector Machine achieving the best accuracy of 85.17%.
In a deeper research, Fulper et al. [37] explored whether social media can be used
as an indicator of sexual violence in the U.S., by tracking misogynistic tweets. Using the
FBI Uniform Crime Reports provides rape statistics in the U.S. at the state level and a 10%
sample of the Twitter stream produced during 2012. The authors manually compiled a
list of 90 terms that are commonly used as misogynistic insults. With such filters, they
obtained georeferenced tweets that contain misogynistic language and location (either
latitude/longitude or a free-form location string) and mapped them to states, using state
boundary data from the U.S. Census Bureau. The final dataset contains roughly 170 million
georeferenced tweets, of which 1.2 million contain misogynistic language. As a result, the
authors found a significant association between tweets that contain misogynistic language
and rape crime statistics for each state in the U.S. A similar project is presented in [38], where
the author delves into the relationship between the rate of misogynistic tweets and the rate
of femicides in Mexico. Data consisted of femicide reports from the Executive Secretariat
of the National Public Security System of México (SESNSP) and about twelve million
georeferenced tweets in 2017–2018. Some regions were found to have particularly high
rates of both misogyny and femicides. Furthermore, the Spearman correlation coefficient
between both variables is 0.2515 with a significance level of 0.16; in other words, there is an
interdependence, although very low, between both indicators, but the risk of concluding
that there is a correlation, when, in reality, there is not, is only 16%.
3. Misogyny Detection Approach
The first challenge in recognizing written misogyny is obtaining a representative
dataset containing a wide set of examples of what may or may not be a manifestation
of violence. Another challenge that arises is the complexity of extracting the convenient
features of the text from which is possible to create computational models able to recognize
manifestations of written violence. As mentioned before, the complexity lies in the fact
that the written violence is subtle; it is not always explicitly aggressive. Guided by these
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challenges, we have designed an integrated proposal consisting of several techniques, from
gathering data to training a model capable of recognizing misogynistic manifestations.
Our proposal includes three main stages: Gathering, Feature Extraction, and Modeling,
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 described in the subsequent sections.

Figure 1. Overview of data gathering stage. As result of this stage, there is a corpus containing
annotated sentences which will be the input of the subsequent stage (Feature Extraction).

3.1. Data Gathering
This stage comprises a set of components that allow us to obtain an appropriate set of
documents for our purpose. The components of Gathering, illustrated inside the upper
box in Figure 1, are:
•

Web Crawler: It allows us to seek and obtain documents (in HTML and PDF format)
containing misogynistic expressions. The search of documents is guided by a set of
what we have called Queries Catalog. This catalog contains 64 sentences in Spanish
made up of key words allusive to misogyny, that intend to focus the search on those
documents containing misogynistic elements. For example, sentences of the form:
comportamiento misógino (misogynistic behavior), discriminación y violencia contra la mujer
(discrimination and violence against women), chistes misóginos (misogynistic jokes), misoginia
en la política (misogyny in politics), and so on. Additionally, the catalog also contains a
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•

•

•

set of n-grams that frequently appeared in text with misogynistic bias, according to
a preliminary study reported in [38]. For example, the n-gram eres una puta (you are
a whore) and malditas feminazis (fucking feminazis), among others. From the described
catalog, the web crawler could find an initial set of 991 documents of different length
containing text in Spanish with a high probability of having misogynistic expressions.
Scraping Module: Unlike the web crawling, scraping is a process that allows us
to obtain the content of prior identified resources. Relying on the assumption that
the text of several songs could be a suitable resource to find misogynistic expressions (an interesting study is reported in Reference [39]), we focus on identifying
lyrics in Spanish singled out as resources with sexist content and violence against
women, under the perception of some group of people. In this regard, we use a
set of keywords on the search engines of Google, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube
to identify those songs that are commonly associated with misogynistic content.
From the results of the searches, we build a catalog of 163 titles of songs with a
high probability of including valuable sentences for our purposes; this resource is
available at http://shorturl.at/lptzT (accessed on 4 November 2021). Relying on
the catalog’s titles, the Scraping Module is executed in order to obtain their corresponding lyrics, from the website https://www.letras.com (accessed on 4 November
2021). We also configured this module to scrap and filter documents available at
https://proverbia.net (accessed on 4 November 2021), which are short documents
(proverbs) just containing expressions that people often quote for giving advice or
some philosophical reflection. Those proverbs with misogynistic content were not
considered. It is worth mentioning that all the texts, including the proverbs, were
manually revised to avoid including misogynistic phrases.
RNN Generator: Although the above datasets allowed us to obtain an large number of
documents, it was insufficient to encompass the study phenomenon. For this reason,
our proposal includes a strategy to overcome the lack of data, based on a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) capable of learning the intrinsic semantic of misogynistic
expressions contained within the collected lyrics and generating documents that
contain synthetic text. The length of the generated text is determined by a parameter
corresponding to the number of words desired. For purposes of our work, we set
this parameter to a constant value of 300. Since the quality of the generated text is
much lower than that of the lyrics text, a lot of generated documents could not contain
valuable sentences to be considered in our corpus. Despite this, we achieved to obtain
a valuable set of sentences by exhaustive manual inspection (see Table 1).
Other components: At this point, we take the collected documents as input to execute
the module that we have called Filtering and Annotating: Filtering is the process by
which expressions and sentences (in general) are extracted from the text of each document; this process was manual and did depend on the criteria from who executes it
to define what is a sentence. From this, a set of 7191 “raw sentences” was obtained.
Relying on these sentences, we executed an annotation process in which each sentence
was annotated by 2 independent annotators judging the presence or absence of misogynistic content (binary decision). Of the 7191 sentences, we obtained 6747 agreements
(93.84%) and 3624.8 agreements expected by chance (50.41% of observations) resulting
in a kappa value of 0.87 indicating a suitable agreement. For those sentences where
the annotators did not agree, there was a third annotator to judge and make a final
decision based on the mode of the three annotations. We try to keep the annotation
guideline as simple as possible, so that annotators could easily make a decision. The
guideline included only three rules regarding a misogynistic sentence:
–
–

Unigrams sentences containing rudeness that could be directed at a woman. For
instance, puta (whore), fea (ugly), gorda (fat), tonta (silly).
Any sentence containing one or more rudeness and violent language explicitly
directed at a woman or a group of them. For example, me engañaste pinche
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–

alcohólica (you cheated on me, fucking alcoholic), te odio pinche zorra (I hate you fucking
bitch), etc.
Any phrase that, in the judgment of the annotator, indicates explicitly or implicitly
submission, inferiority or violence, but it does not necessarily include rudeness.
For example, ellas también tiene que respetarse, se visten así y luego se quejan cuando
les pasa algo (they have to respect themselves, they dress that way and then complain
when something happens to them), vete a la cocina y prepararme un sándwich (go to the
kitchen and make me a sandwich).

In Table 1, a summary that illustrates the number of documents and annotated sentences gathered via the described components is shown. The documents are of different
length; the longest documents were those obtained via the web crawler with a length in
the range of 476 to 2492 words. The length of the lyrics is in the range of 80 to 300 words,
while the length of the proverbs is in the range of 3 to 50 words.
Table 1. Documents and annotated sentences via data gathering components.

Component
Web Crawler
Scraping (Lyrics)
Scraping (Proverbia)
RNN Generator

Documents

Sentences

991
200
2196
1000

3310
733
2196
952

Total sentences

7191

The synthetic documents obtained via RNN Generator have a constant length of
300 words. Since the quality of the generated text is much lower than that of the lyrics
text, a lot of generated documents could not contain valuable sentences to be considered in
the corpus. On the other hand, a single generated document could contain more than one
valuable sentence. The above means that some groups of the sentences found come from
the same document.
At this point, we have a corpus containing annotated sentences that will be use by the
remaining stages, which are illustrated in Figure 2, and described in subsequent sections.

Figure 2. Overview of Feature Extraction, Learning, and Recognition stages. The first two make
up the pipeline by the means of which a model of language is obtained on the basis of the inherent
knowledge and experience conveyed in the corpus.
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3.2. Feature Extraction
Having overcome the lack of data on Latin American Spanish, now, the main challenge
is to encode such information into a model able to recognize that misogyny could be a
subtle type of violence, and it can even hide behind seemingly flattering words, jokes,
parodies, and other expressions.
We resort to recent approaches known as transformers [40] which incorporate the
so-called attention mechanisms to identify these relations. In general, transformers provides
thousands of pre-trained models to perform tasks on texts, such as classification, information extraction, question answering, summarization, translation, and text generation, in a
lot of languages. They have been trained on large amounts of raw text in a self-supervised
fashion (the objective is automatically computed from the inputs of the model). For practical purposes, we can build our models on top of already trained models, reducing the
overall compute cost, and this process is usually known as transfer learning. We focus on a
state-of-the art transformer known as BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) [41]. BERT is described as “bidirectional” because, unlike methods, such as
Word2Vec, it can read a text or a sequence of words all at once, with no specific direction.
Thanks to its bidirectionality, this model can understand the meaning of each word based
on context both to the right and to the left of the word.
In general, any model based on a transformer architecture involves high computational resources to process and store a huge amount of training data and parameters. This
complexity is latent to the resulting pre-trained language models that keep getting larger
and heavier to new problems. Under this drawback, we decide to focus on distillation
technique [42,43] that allows us to compress a large model, called the teacher, into a smaller
model, called the student. Specifically, we use a “distilled” version of BERT known as DistilBERT, reported in Reference [44] as a suitable approach comparable to the performance of
state-of-the-art transformers. The process of transfer learning via BERT allows us to extract
the features of the sentences gathered in previous stage and denoted in what follows as D;
such a process involves the following steps:
1.
2.

Obtaining of an instance of a BERT model pre-trained on a large unlabeled dataset
in Spanish.
Fine-tuning [45], where the model is initialized with the pre-trained parameters
and all of them are fine-tuned using a labeled data regarding sentences previously
categorized as misogynistic and non-misogynistic.

So far, D is a set of sentences that require be prepared in the form that BERT expects.
For this aim, we use a tokenizer provided by BERT which we have called BertTokenizer,
obtaining a set T containing encoded sentences in the form of multidimensional arrays.
For each ~t in T, we pad it with zeros until its length is equal to the longest array in T. As
mentioned, one of the main characteristics of BERT is the transformer structure, where
its encoder pay attention to the sentence as a whole and not dividing it into tokens. We
need to tell BERT which part of the whole tokenized and padded array ~t ∈ T contains
~ indicating those positions
useful information. So, for each ~t, we create a binary vector m
in which there is a tokenized or padded value (encoded as 1 and 0, respectively). At this
point, we have a set of binary vectors known as attention mask and denoted as M. Finally,
both T and M are propagated through BERT model (fine tuning). As a result, we obtain a
high-dimensional vector (embedding) for each sentence in D representing its feature vector;
the set of feature vector is denoted as F. The above process is summarized in Algorithm 1
and illustrated in Figure 3.
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Algorithm 1: Feature Extraction
Data:
D: Sentences reservoir,
Result: Set of feature vector from D
/* Creating instances of Bert Model and Bert Tokenizer
1 BertModel ← get_BertModel();
2 BertTokenizer ← get_BertTokenizer();
/* Tokenizing sentences
3 T ← BertTokenizer.encode(D);
/* Padding Sentences and Attention Mask
4 maxLen ← max_length(T);
5 M ← ∅;
6 foreach t ∈ T do
t ← padding(t, maxLen);
m ← get_mask(t);
M ← M ∪ { m };
end
7 F ← BertModel.transform(T,M);
8 return F

*/

*/
*/

Odio a las mujeres
Odio

a

####

####

las

mujeres

####

####

BERT
TOKENIZER

####

####

####

####

0

0

0

PADDING

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

MASKING

BERT

Feature vector generated by BERT

Figure 3. Illustration of feature extraction via BERT for the sentence in Spanish “Odio a las mujeres”
(“I hate women”).

3.3. Learning Process
Having determined the semantic features of whole sentences in D, we aim to find
a model that is able to recognize the presence or absence of misogynistic patterns in the
encoded sentences. At this point, we resort to Logistic Regression because it is fast, easily
understandable, and appropriate for a dichotomous dependent variable as it is our case. So,
from the encoded sentences F and their corresponding labels L, we now define the so-called
training and test datasets denoted as Xtrain , Ttrain and Xtest , Ytest . We execute an exhaustive
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search over an specified set of hyper-parameter values P for obtaining an appropriate
model. This search involved cross-validation with k = 10 folds on the train set in order to
obtain the best parameter values that attain the most reliable model. The set P included
27 tuples of the form [optimizer, penalty, C ] corresponding to optimization algorithm (lbfgs,
sag, saga), norm used for penalization (l1 ,l2 ), and the inverse of regularization strength
(1, 5, and 10 in our case), respectively. The above is illustrated in Algorithm 2, when the
optimal p∗ ∈ P is found, we create an instance of Logistic Regression using p∗ and fit it
to Xtrain . Since this instance has a high degree of certainty of getting the best prediction
score on Xtest , we consider it the best model for our purposes. The score was defined in
terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score; the results regarding these metrics are
discussed more fully in Section 4. Finally, the best hyper-parameter values obtained after
executing an exhaustive search using cross-validation are: C = 10, lbfgs as optimizer and
l2 regularization.
Algorithm 2: Learning Process
Data:
F: Encoded Sentences
L: Labels of Sentences
P: Set of tuples of hyper-parameters for estimator (Logistic Regression)
Result: Misogyny Recognizer Model
/* Defining train and test datasets
1 Xtrain , Ytrain , Xtest , Ytest ← split_data(F, L);
/* Applying a stratified sampling with k-folds on training data
2 i ← 0, k ← 10;
3 X f olds , Y f olds ← get_folds(Xtrain , Ytrain , k );
4 S ← ∅;
5 score ← 0;
6 foreach p ∈ P do
7
while i < k do
/* Creating an instance of the model
8
model ← LogisticRegression.getInstance( p);
/* Validation set
Xval , Yval ← X f olds [i ], Y f olds [i ];
/* Training set
Xtrain , Ytrain ← (X f olds − X f olds [i ]), (Y f olds − Y f olds [i ]);
/* Training Model
model.fit(Xtrain , Ytrain );
/* Validation Model
Y predicted ← model.predict(Xval );
score ← score + get_score(Yval , Y predicted );
i ← i + 1;
end
9
avg_score ← score/k;
10
S ← S ∪ { avg_score};
end
∗
11 p ← get_best_params(S, P);
∗
12 BestModel ← LogisticRegression.getInstance( p );
/* Training Model
13 BestModel.fit(Xtrain , Ytrain );
/* Testing Model
14 Y predicted ← BestModel.predict(Xtest );
15 score ← get_score(Ytest , Y predicted );
16 return BestModel

*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
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3.4. Recognition Process
Having obtained a reliable model, now, we aim to estimate the degree of misogyny in
a sentence s that the model has not seen before. In order to make s amenable to the model,
we again use the previous instances of BERT model and BERT tokenizer. At this point, we
have an encoded sentence in the form of a high dimensional vector denoted as f which is
given as input to the model in order to obtain the prediction probabilities associated with
the presence or absence of misogynistic elements in s. The above process is summarized in
Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Misogyny Recognition
Data:
s: Sentence to be analyzed,
Result: Prediction vector
/* Loading previous models
1 BertModel ← get_BertModel();
2 BertTokenizer ← get_BertTokenizer();
3 MisogynyRecognizer ← BestModel;
/* Tokenizing sentence to be analyzed
4 t ← BertTokenizer.encode( s );
/* Padding Sentences and Attention Mask
5 maxLen ← BertModel.get_max_length();
6 t ← padding( t, maxLen );
7 m ← get_mask( t );
8 f ← BertModel.transform( t, m );
9 p ← MisogynyRecognizer.predict( f );
10 return p

*/

*/
*/

4. Experiments and Results
The experiment consisted of assessing the performance of our approach from two
aspects: (1) the learning ability of the model in terms of the well-known evaluation metrics (accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score) to predict the misogyny degree on a test
dataset consisting of sentences belonging to the corpus gathered via our proposal, and
(2) the recognition ability to determine the presence or absence of misogynistic patterns
in a real world dataset that includes sentences which the model has not seen during the
learning process.
4.1. Learning Ability Assessment
As pointed out in Algorithm 2, the learning process is performed on the sets F and
L corresponding to the set of encoded sentences in the form of high dimensional vector
and their corresponding labels, respectively. From these datasets, we determine training
and test datasets. On the training dataset, we performed a sampling strategy known as
k-folds (with k = 10) in order to find the most reliable model that minimizes the overfitting.
At this point, we assessed the yield of the resulting model based on the test dataset. This
assessment is defined in terms of metrics, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.
Since a single iteration of the above process does not guarantee the overall performance of
the model, we repeated it 100 times by changing random seed values, obtaining a statistical
approximation to the real performance values, as it is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Approximation to the density function of the values corresponding to accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-Score exhibited by the model during the assessment of learning ability.

We analyzed the variability in the performance of our method using quartile summary
statistics illustrated in Table 2. From the Interquartile Range (IQR), we can see that there
are not large differences in the experiments for a particular metric, and Confidence Interval
(CI) allows us to quantify how we expect the average performance to be. In general, the
performance of our model was mostly kept inside acceptable range in all metrics.
Table 2. Quartile analysis for the assessment of learning ability of the model.

Statistic

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

Q1
Q2
Q3
IQR
CI

0.87
0.88
0.88
0.01
[0.84, 0.91]

0.86
0.87
0.88
0.01
[0.83, 0.90]

0.92
0.93
0.93
0.01
[0.89, 0.96]

0.89
0.89
0.90
0.01
[0.87, 0.92]

4.2. Assessment for Real World Data
Finally, we conducted a set of experiments on a real-world dataset reported in Reference [13]. This work shows the results of different working teams grouped by task. We
focused on the work regarding Task 5 regarding the analysis of hate speech against women
and immigrants on a corpus of labeled tweets in Spanish and English. The labels were
encoded as three binary values described as follows:
•
•
•

HS—a binary value indicating the presence or absence of hate speech against one of
the given target people (women or immigrants).
TR—a binary value indicating if the target of the hate speech is a generic group of
people (0) or a specific individual (1).
AG—a binary value indicating if the hate speech present in the tweet is aggressive (1)
or not (0).

For our purposes, we filtered the data to retain only those tweets in Spanish and labeled with HS = 1. Then, we selected manually those tweets containing expressions focused
on women (most labeled with HS = 1,TR = 1). As result a set of instances containing misogynistic tweets were obtained. On the other hand, instances containing non-misogynistic
tweets were obtained simply by filtering tweets tagged with HS = 0. In total, a set of
1774 tweets (with a comparable number of classes) was obtained. On this data, we executed
100 times our model attempting to recognize the presence or absence of misogynistic
manifestations. We resort again to the metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score to
quantify the recognition ability. In Figure 5, the approximation to the density function for
the executed experiments is shown.
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Figure 5. Approximation to the density function of the values corresponding to accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-Score exhibited by the model during the assessment of recognition ability.

As in the above assessment, the model exhibited a successful performance. The
quartile analysis in Table 3 shows a close variability to that of learning assessment. It means
that the recognition ability of our method (on unknown data) is statistically comparable to
its ability exhibited during the learning process. To formalize this assumption, we finally
conducted a hypothesis test that allowed us to show that there is not a significant difference
between what we have called learning ability and recognition ability (p-value > 0.05).
Table 3. Quartile analysis for the assessment for the proposed Latin American Spanish misogyny
recognition model. The metrics reported are Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score.

Statistic

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

Q1
Q2
Q3
IQR
CI

0.90
0.92
0.93
0.02
[0.86, 0.98]

0.91
0.93
0.94
0.02
[0.87, 0.98]

0.93
0.94
0.95
0.01
[0.90, 0.98]

0.93
0.94
0.95
0.01
[0.90, 0.98]

5. Discussion
We have been able to generate a Language Model based on previous knowledge
and using extracted data from a pipeline that we designed with the purpose of covering
up as much sources as we could where we could find a misogynistic attitude. We must
emphasize certain points we think should be considered on this work and in the reported
results. First, setting boundaries was very important from the beginning because we are
aware of the challenges that NLP tasks have, as well as the subjectivity in opinions while
working with topics, such as misogyny. So, we kept following this path knowing we could
not get rid of any kind of subjectivity, domain, social and geographic context, polarization,
or controversy. On the other hand, we selected Spanish for the lack of particular works
on misogyny detection in this language and the importance of pointing out this behavior
through social media and its social impact in the Latin America context. On the other
hand, we also need to clarify that, even though it is pretty clear we were the ones who
selected the data directly, tagging each sentence as misogyny or not misogyny, the process
of retrieving has its own subjectivity since what we got is what the internet is indexing
as misogyny. So, putting this in mind, we can ensure that the more data we add to the
current dataset, the bigger the context will be around this particular type of hate speech. It
is also true that our model is capturing exactly what it learned. It is identifying what we
taught it was misogyny, considering the full sentence. We know this by comparing the
probability that our model generates for each tag in certain sentences. In Table 4, we can
see the difference between passive misogyny sentences that do not have any negative word
that can be considered as aggressive or insulting, active misogyny that actually uses an
insulting word, and a non-misogynistic sentence. The results the model gave us in these
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sentences show us how it finds more probability of a sentence being misogyny where it is
talking directly to women or about women, as it should, but it still does find differences
between nice words inside a sentence that itself is misogynistic and one that could be
aggressive but that does not specify a gender. We must say the results can improve at using
our pipeline for gathering data more than one time, collecting more data from the web that
can be used as misogyny sentences, but we are also concerned that our model still lacks in
the negative class since we have only trained with proverbs and some other sentences we
obtained from the documents we collected. However, at this point, we know the path we
should keep working on in order to make our model more robust.
Table 4. Examples of instances used in the Misogyny Recognizer. We can note the difference between passive misogyny
sentences, active misogyny that actually use an insulting word and a non-misogynistic sentence.

Y tu eres mi esposa ve a la cocina zorra
Solo sirves para lavar los trastes
Me encanta mi novia porque hace las tareas domésticas
Ella también tiene que respetarse, se visten así y
luego se quejan cuando les pasa algo

Original Tag

Not Misogyny

Misogyny

1
0
1
1

0.0886
0.8533
0.3099
0.0167

0.9113
0.1466
0.6900
0.9832

6. Conclusions
Throughout this article, we have discussed the relevance of having mechanisms for
detecting hate speech online, particularly for detecting misogyny. Thanks to the recent
scientific advances, it will be possible, in the short term, to use automatic detection to build
indicators of violence against women. We have also discussed the challenges of bringing
this type of technology to under-resourced languages through Feature Extraction methods,
and we have taken Latin American Spanish as a case study.
As part of the technical aspects presented, we consider it most important to highlight
the following. We have proposed a pipeline to collect, filter, tag, and generate documents’
features for training a recognition model, stating a path where we can be sure we would
get a fair quantity of data to use, and it promises to be helpful in future research. The
misogynistic corpus we generated is a labeled resource for future investigations, and we
plan to expand it for future work. This resource is also available at http://shorturl.at/lptzT
(accessed on 4 November 2021).
Our model accurately discerns misogynistic comments based on the data we collected,
and, for this, it seems to identify contextual cues of a sentence to generate the probabilities. The model reacts to subtleties in the language. The trained model can be tested at
http://contralamisoginia.org/ (accessed on 4 November 2021). We are sure that the continuation of this project and other similar projects will transcend the creation of awareness
around misogyny in Latin America.
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